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Three phases in the life of a digital text

I creation / birth

I enhancement / education

I sharing / work



Nothing 'new' here

I Digital texts are nothing "given"

I our imagination and vision brings them into existence

I they form according to our wishes



The Daozang . . .

I The most important Daoist textual collection is the Daozang
(DZ)

I The DZ has a complex and long history, starting from
compilations in ca 400 AD

I The oldest completely preserved edition was printed in 1445
(during the Zhengtong period, thus Zhentong Daozang)

I The DZ was compiled on imperial orders under the leadership
of Daoist clerics

I it contains about 1500 texts with more ca. 5300 scrolls (26
Mio characters)



. . . and the Daozang jiyao

I A digest was created in the Qing period, initiated probably by
Peng Dingqiu (1645-1719), but mainly compiled by Jiang
Yupu (1755-1819)

I The DZJY was compiled by a group of lay people interested in
Daoism

I A revised reprint was prepared in Sichuan in the early 20th
century

I About 60% of the material is from DZ, 40% have been added
newly

I The di�erences between the DZ and DZJY, the newly added
material and the two main strata of surviving editions require
careful study

I A project was conceived to support this study, genereously
supported by CCK and JSPS



Aims of the DZJY project

I Establish and publish a new critical edition of the DZJY

I including a digital one in many forms

I Compile a critical, comparative catalog of the DZJY

I Publish a Companion to the Daozang jiyao similar to the 3
Vols. Historical Companion to the Daozang by
Schipper/Verellen

I The following will discuss the progress and methodology of the
digital DZJY



Transcription and facsimile

Figure: Transcription and facsimile of a page in the DZJY



Yupu and Chongkan edition face to face

Figure: A page from JY165 in Yupu and Chongkan



Digitizing of Chinese text

I Modern character encodings for Chinese are developed with
the modern understanding of characters

I This makes it very di�cult to use for premodern text

I It is thus next to impossible to study changes in orthography
and character usage in digital text

I A new model for digitizing Chinese text is needed



Establish a new model for digital Chinese text

I Facsimile or Transcription -> Facsimile and Transcription

I Not character codes, but position of the characters in the text
as primary reference

I Multiple representations can then be related positional



Conceptual view of the model

Figure: Layers of text stacked upon each other



Establishing a work�ow

I input according to the Chongkan edition

I scan of page images, image preparation

I upload into the editing environment

I proofreading and annotating

I workbench for analysis, annotation and translation



The editing environment

Figure: A page from the DZJY Chongkan edition in the editing
environment



.. in action

Figure: A cutout is being made and associated with a text position



Requirements for a scholarly digital edition

I establishing of a reliable text

I all major witnesses available as facsimile

I user has full control over the text

I annotation, commentary, translation
I private, shared or public
I the user retains control over his work

I Distributed version control systems to the rescue?



Distributed version control systems (DVCS)

I DVCS evolved out of traditional (centralized) version control
systems

I DVCS do not require a central server or central control

I users can freely create their own branches, but retain the
connection to the master repository

I Quick and wide adaption in the open source community

I seems ideal suited for the research community
I but there might be barriers to the entry



Example of a DVCS based work�ow



Example(1): Zutang ji (Record of the Hall of Patriarchs)

Figure: The established text of the ZTJ



Example(2) ZTJ text with translation

Figure: ZTJ text, reformatted and with translation (by C. Anderl)



Conclusions

I A new way of handling for digital Chinese texts has been
proposed

I Some changes to the way text is established

I A di�erent model for publications of a text

I Empower the readers to share as much (or as little) of the
traces of their reading with as many (or as few) others

I Work in progress, update to follow


